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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) will be ripe for the de-
ployment of novel machine learning algorithms for both network
and application management. However, given the presence of
massively distributed and private datasets, it is challenging to use
classical centralized learning algorithms in the IoT. To overcome
this challenge, federated learning can be a promising solution that
enables on-device machine learning without the need to migrate
the private end-user data to a central cloud. In federated learning,
only learning model updates are transferred between end-devices
and the aggregation server. Although federated learning can offer
better privacy preservation than centralized machine learning, it
has still privacy concerns. In this paper, first, we present the
recent advances of federated learning towards enabling feder-
ated learning-powered IoT applications. A set of metrics such
as sparsification, robustness, quantization, scalability, security,
and privacy, is delineated in order to rigorously evaluate the
recent advances. Second, we devise a taxonomy for federated
learning over IoT networks. Third, we propose two IoT use
cases of dispersed federated learning that can offer better privacy
preservation than federated learning. Finally, we present several
open research challenges with their possible solutions.
Index Terms—Federated learning, Internet of Things, wireless
networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) applications can lead to the true
realization of smart cities [1]. Smart cities can offer several
critical applications, such as intelligent transportation, smart
industries, healthcare, and smart surveillance, among others
[2]–[4]. To successfully deploy these smart services, a massive
number of IoT devices are required [5]–[7]. According to
statistics, the number of IoT devices will reach 125 billion by
2030 [8]. These IoT devices will generate enormous amount of
data. A recent report in [9] revealed that the data generated by
IoT devices will reach 79.4 zettabytes (ZB) by 2025. Such a
remarkable increase in both IoT network size and accompany-
ing data volume opens up attractive opportunities for artificial
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intelligence [10]. To this end, one can use centralized machine
learning schemes to enable these smart IoT applications.
However, centralized machine learning techniques suffer from
the inherent issue of users’ privacy leakage because of the need
to transfer the end-devices data to a centralized third party
server for training. Furthermore, centralized machine learning
might not be feasible when the data size is very large (e.g.,
astronomical data [11]) and located at multiple locations [12],
[13].
To cope with the aforementioned challenge of large,
distributed datasets, we can use distributed machine learning to
distribute the machine learning workload to multiple machines
[14]–[17]. These multiple machines can then train several
models at distributed locations in parallel to create a coherent
machine learning model. Distributed learning enables high-
performance computing via parallel computation of a machine
learning model. Two types of approaches such as data-parallel
and model-parallel approaches can be used for distributed
machine learning. In a data-parallel approach, the whole data
is divided among a set of distributed servers, each running
the same training model. The model-parallel approach uses
exactly the same data for all servers to train distinct portions of
a machine learning model [13]. The model-parallel approach
might not be suitable for some applications because all the
machine learning model can not be divided into parts.
Although distributed machine learning offers parallel
computation of machine learning models at geographically
distributed locations, it does not explicitly addressed some
more practical challenges of data and system heterogeneity
[18]. Here, system heterogeneity refers to variations in compu-
tational resources (CPU-cycles/sec), communication resources,
and storage capacity of end-devices, whereas data heterogene-
ity deals with non-independent and identical distribution (non-
IID) of data [19], [20]. Additionally, traditional distributed
machine learning algorithms that rely on the model-parallel
or the data-parallel approach do not truly preserve the privacy
of users. These distributed machine learning schemes use
training of machine learning models at distributed servers
that rely on data from multiple end-users, and thus suffers
from privacy leakage issue. To ensure privacy preservation
while considering system and data heterogeneity in machine
learning, federated learning1 has been introduced [18]. In
contrast to traditional machine learning schemes, federated
learning does not require migration of data from end-devices
1Federated learning itself has privacy concerns and does not completely
guarantee privacy. In Section IV, we will discuss the privacy concerns of
federated learning in detail.
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Fig. 1: An overview of federated learning for IoT networks.
to a centralized edge/cloud server for training. The process of
federated learning involves local learning model computation
at end-devices, which is followed by sending the local learning
model parameters to the edge/ cloud server for global model
aggregation. Finally, the global model parameters are sent back
to the end-devices [21].
An overview of federated learning for IoT networks is
presented in Fig. 1. Generally, federated learning can be
either edge-based or cloud-based depending on the location
of the global model aggregation [22]. Edge-based federated
learning performs global model aggregation at the edge server,
whereas cloud-based federated learning performs global fed-
erated learning model aggregation at the remote cloud. The
edge-based federated learning is preferable for use in applica-
tions that have local context-awareness and require specialized
machine learning models. For instance, consider the training
of keyboard keyword suggestion model for a language of
a particular region using federated learning. There can two
ways to train such type of model: a specialized model for
the regional language via edge-based federated learning and
generalized model for languages of different regions via cloud-
based federated learning. A model using edge-based federated
can offer more promising results in such a type of scenario
than cloud-based federated learning [22].
Although federated learning enables on-device machine
learning, it suffers from security, robustness, and resource
(both computational and communication) optimization chal-
lenges. To truly benefit from the use of federated learning
in IoT networks, there is a need to resolve these challenges.
To cope with resource constraints issues, one can develop
federated learning protocols based on device-to-device (D2D)
communication. An IoT device might not be able to commu-
nicate with a central base station (BS) due to communication
resource constraints. To enable participation of such IoT
devices in federated learning, one can use collaborative fed-
erated learning [23]. Collaborative federated learning allows
resource-constrained IoT devices to send their local learning
models to nearby devices rather than the BS, where local
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Fig. 2: Year wise publications of (a) federated learning, and
(b) Internet of Things.
aggregation takes place between the receiving device sends
its local learning model to the aggregation server. Then, the
locally aggregated model is sent to the centralized edge/cloud
server for global aggregation. Similar to traditional federated
learning, collaborative federated learning can be either edge-
based or cloud-based depending on the context of the machine
learning model as shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand, a
malicious aggregation server can infer end-devices information
from their learning model parameters, and thus might cause
privacy leakage [24], [25]. To cope with this issue, one can
use differential privacy-aware federated learning [26]. Next,
we discuss market statistics and research trends of federated
learning and IoT-networks.
A. Market Statistics and Research Trends
According to statistics, the global machine learning mar-
ket is expected to grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 44.1% from 1.03 Billion US Dollar in 2016 to 8.81
Billion US Dollar in 2022 [27]. The key drivers of the increase
in the machine learning market are proliferation of technolog-
ical advancement and data generation. The highest vertical
contributor to the current machine learning market is the
banking, financial and insurance (BFSI) vertical, whereas the
vertical sections having the highest growth are the life sciences
and health-care. Other verticals contributing to the data are
government and defense, energy utilities, telecommunication,
manufacturing, among others. The data generated by different
verticals require use of machine learning for extracting critical
parameters to enable several smart applications. On the other
hand, North America is expected to have the highest machine
learning market in 2022 compared to Latin America, the
Middle East and Africa, Asia Pacific, Europe, and North
America.
The IoT market is expected to reach 1102.6 Billion US
dollars from 190 Billion US dollars in 2026 compared to 2018
at a CAGR of 24.7 % [28]. The key drivers of IoT markets are
telecommunication, transportation, manufacturing, health-care,
government, retail, BFSI, among others. The highest share is
held by BFSI sector. The highest revenue generated by the
Asia Pacific region in 2018 is 74.5 Billion US dollars, which
is further expected to lead the IoT market in the future. Within
Asia Pacific region, China has the highest share. Other than
market share of machine learning and IoT, the number of
research publications versus year is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear
from the Fig. 2 that there is a significant increase in the number
of publications every year for both federated learning and IoT.
Based on the above-discussed facts, machine learning and IoT
are expected to open up novel opportunities for research and
development in the foreseeable future.
B. Existing Surveys and Tutorials
Numerous surveys and tutorials reviewed federated learn-
ing [25], [29]–[33]. Lim et al. presented a comprehensive
survey of federated learning for mobile edge networks [25].
First, the authors provided an overview of federated learn-
ing. Second, the key implementation challenges with existing
solutions and several applications of federated learning in
mobile edge networks were discussed. Finally, several open
research challenges were presented. In [29], Li et el. surveyed
implementation challenges of federated learning, existing ap-
proaches, and future research directions. The work in [30]
presented an overview of federated learning, devised taxon-
omy, and discussed the existing solutions with their limitations
in enabling federated learning. In [31], Wang et al. proposed
an “In-Edge AI” framework for edge networks to enable
efficient collaboration between end-devices and edge servers
for learning model updates exchange. They considered two use
cases such as edge caching and computation offloading. To
efficiently enable these use cases, a double deep Q-learning
agent was trained using federated learning. Finally, several
open research challenges were presented. In [32], Lyu et al.
presented a survey of threats to federated learning. Kairouz
et al. comprehensively surveyed federated learning. They
discussed the fundamentals, privacy preservation, robustness,
and ensuring fairness in federated learning [33]. The authors
in [34] presented a vision of dispersed federated learning that
is based on true decentralization. Furthermore, a taxonomy
and future directions were presented for dispersed federated
learning.
C. Our Tutorial
Mostly, the existing surveys and tutorials [25], [29]–[34]
considered resource optimization, incentive mechanism, and
learning algorithm design for federated learning. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to review federated learning
for IoT networks. In contrast (as given in Table I) to work in
[25], [29]–[34], we present state-of-the-art advances of feder-
ated learning towards enabling IoT applications, practical use
cases of dispersed federated learning, and devise a taxonomy.
Furthermore, the open research challenges in our paper are
significantly different than those in [25], [29]–[34].
The contributions of this Tutorial (whose overview is
given in Fig. 3) are as follows:
• First, we discuss and critically evaluate the recent feder-
ated learning literature, with a focus on the works that
are pertinent to IoT applications. To assess these recent
4TABLE I: Summary of existing surveys and tutorials with their primary focus.
Reference Internet of
Things
Resource
optimiza-
tion for
federated
learning
Incentive
mechanism
for
federated
learning
Learning
algorithm
design for
federated
learning
Dispersed
federated
learning
Practical
IoT use
cases of
dispersed
federated
learning
Taxonomy Remark
Lim et al.,
[25]
7 3 3 3 7 7 7 Federated learning at net-
work edge is considered.
Li et al.,
[29]
7 7 7 3 7 7 7 N.A
Li et al.,
[30]
7 7 7 3 7 7 7 N.A
Wang et al.,
[31]
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Mainly considered
federated learning
for caching and
computational offloading.
Lyu et al.,
[32]
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Surveyed security in fed-
erated learning.
Kairouz et
al., [33]
7 7 7 3 7 7 7 N.A
Khan et al.,
[34]
7 7 7 7 3 7 7 The work introduced
dispersed federated
learning, devised its
taxonomy, and presented
future directions.
Our Tutorial 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 N.A
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Fig. 3: Overview of our tutorial.
works, metrics that serve as key evaluation criteria: Scal-
ability, quantization, robustness, sparsification, security
and privacy, are defined. Furthermore, a summary of key
contributions and evaluation metrics are presented.
• Second, we derive a taxonomy for federated learning
based on different parameters. These parameters include
federated optimization schemes, incentive mechanism,
security and privacy, operation modes depending on
global model aggregation fashion, end-device design,
local learning models, resources, miners classification,
edge collaboration, and cloud server design.
• Third, we present two practical use cases of dispersed
federated learning that is based on true decentralization
to offer robustness and efficient communication resources
utilization.
• Fourth, we present several key open research challenges
with their possible solutions.
The rest of the tutorial is organized as follows: Recent
works of federated learning leading towards IoT applica-
tions are presented in Section II. A taxonomy is devised in
Section III using various parameters. Section IV introduces
dispersed federated learning with its IoT use cases. Finally,
open research challenges with possible solutions are presented
in Section V and the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. STATE-OF-THE-ART
This section discusses the recent works in federated learn-
ing towards enabling IoT-based smart applications. We criti-
cally investigate and rigorously evaluate these recent works,
5whose summary is given in Tables III and IV. We define
several parameters to evaluate the recent works.
A. Evaluation Metrics
To rigorously evaluate the recent works, we derive several
key metrics from the literature [31], [35]–[49] as follows.
• Security and privacy: Although federated learning was
developed to preserve the users’ privacy, it still faces
privacy challenges. For instance, the edge/cloud server
can infer the end-devices’ sensitive information using
their learning model updates, and thus causes the end-
device privacy leakage. Furthermore, the malicious user
can infer the devices’ sensitive information from their
local learning models during their exchange with the
aggregation server. Beyond inferring the end-devices’
sensitive information, the malicious user can alter the
learning model updates, and thus prolong the convergence
time of a federated learning model. On the other hand, an
unauthorized user can access the edge/cloud server and
perform false data injection. Therefore, it is necessary to
enable federated learning with security and privacy.
• Scalability: For a limited communication resource, scal-
ability refers to the ability to incorporate more devices in
the federated learning process. Generally, incorporating
more devices in federated learning can lead to more
accurate results. Scalability in federated learning can be
enabled via different schemes such as resource opti-
mization, selection of high-computational power devices,
and compression schemes for learning model parameters
transmission. An efficient resource optimization scheme
for fixed communication resources can enable more de-
vices to participate in the federated learning process, and
thus offers better performance. Typically, a set of devices
can participate in the federated learning process [25].
Therefore, for synchronous federated learning algorithms
that allow fixed local model computation time for all
the participating devices, selecting the devices’ high-
computation power (CPU-cycles/sec) will enable more
devices to participate in the federated learning process.
• Quantization: The concept of quantization refers to
schemes used to reduce the size of the local learning
model updates. Minimizing the number of local model
updates size results in high throughput, which subse-
quently minimizes the federated learning convergence
time.
• Robustness: This deals with the ability of the system to
successfully carry out the process of federated learning
during edge/cloud server failure. Traditional federated
learning based on a centralized edge/cloud server for
global aggregation suffers from interruption if the aggre-
gation server stops working due to malfunctioning.
• Sparsification: This metric deals with the selection of
a set of most suitable devices under communication
resource constraints for federated learning. Under com-
munication resource constraints, only a subset of a mas-
sive number of devices will be allowed to participate
in federated learning. The selection criteria for suitable
devices can be less noisy datasets, large size datasets,
and data uniqueness. Selecting the most suitable device
set results in low convergence time for federated learning.
Different from quantization-based schemes that reduce
the size of local learning model parameters for all devices
before sending to the aggregation server, sparsification-
based schemes select only a set of most relevant devices
according to a particular criterion.
A summary of evaluation metrics with advantages is
given in Table II. We use (3) if the evaluation metric is
fulfilled by the recent advances and (7) otherwise.
B. Recent Works
In this subsection, we present the recent works in fed-
erated learning leading towards smart IoT applications. Ta-
bles III, IV, and V summarize these works.
1) Edge AI: Wang et al. in [35] considered federated
learning to enable the training of a machine learning model
at the network edge. They analyzed the convergence bound
for federated learning using gradient descent. A novel the-
oretical convergence bound was derived that considered non-
independent and identically distributed (non-IID) nature of the
data. Furthermore, based on the derived convergence bound, a
control algorithm was proposed that minimized learning loss
for a fixed resource budget. The control algorithm performed
learning loss minimization by learning model characteristics,
system dynamics, and data distribution. The performance
of the proposed control algorithm was evaluated for real
datasets using hardware prototype and simulations results. In
[31], Wang et al. proposed an intelligent framework, namely,
In-Edge-AI for edge computing-enabled IoT networks. The
authors provided a detailed discussion on how to use Deep
Q-Learning agents for two tasks, computation offloading and
edge caching. Different use cases of deep Q-learning agent
deployment were discussed with their pros and cons. Moti-
vated by the notion of unbalanced, non-IID data, and limited
communication resources, federated learning was proposed
for the training of deep Q-learning agents. Simulation results
showed that federated learning has significantly reduced the
training cost for the proposed In-Edge-AI framework. Finally,
the authors presented open research challenges regarding the
practical deployment of their framework.
In [36], Nishio et al. proposed a federated learning client
selection protocol, namely, FedCS that offered an efficient
selection of clients for federated learning process based on
their available resources. Typically, client selection is per-
formed randomly by a federated learning algorithm that might
suffer from an increase in overall federated learning conver-
gence time. For instance, selecting the nodes with the low
computational resource (CPU-cycles/sec) results in an increase
in overall federated learning time for synchronous federated
learning. In FedCS, first of all, the edge computing server
requests all the end-devices for their information such as data
size, computational capacities, and wireless channel states.
Based on the information, a set of nodes is selected for the
federated learning process. Then, the edge server distributes
the learning model updates to the selected nodes. Finally, all
6TABLE II: Evaluation metrics: explanation, dimension, and advantages.
Metric Explanation Benefits for federated learning
P1: Security and privacy This metric deals with malicious user attacks dur-
ing learning model parameters transmission between
end-devices and the aggregation server. Moreover,
the malicious aggregation server and end-device can
infer other end-devices sensitive information from
their local learning model updates. Therefore, we
must propose federated learning schemes that offer
both security and privacy.
• Users’ privacy protection.
• Trustful verification of learning model updates.
• Secure exchange of learning model updates.
P2: Scalability Scalability captures to the ability of a federated
learning system to incorporate more users during the
training process for better accuracy.
• High federated learning accuracy.
• Massive connectivity during federated learning
process.
• Better accuracy due to participation of more
users.
P3: Quantization Quantization refers to the need for minimizing the
size of local learning model updates to reduce fed-
erated learning convergence time.
• Fast federated learning convergence.
• Better accuracy due to participation of more
users for fix communication resources.
P4: Robustness This refers to the ability of a federated learning al-
gorithm to perform the learning process successfully
in face of a possible malfunction or failure of the
edge/cloud server.
• Cost optimization.
• Accurate federated learning model.
P5: Sparsification Sparsification refers to the selection of most suitable
devices among a set of massive numbers of devices
according to a specific criteria.
• Lower federated learning convergence time.
• High federated learning accuracy.
the selected nodes for learning update their local models and
send them to the edge server. Simulation results showed that
the FedCS mostly attains comparable accuracy within less
time compared to traditional federated learning protocols for
CIFAR-10 and Fashion-MNIST datasets.
A federated learning architecture for edge networks,
called CoLearn was proposed to address the challenges of
malicious devices’ presence and asynchronous participation of
resource-constrained IoT devices [37]. CoLearn used the fed-
erated learning framework PySyft and open-source Manufac-
turer Usage Description (MUD). Fig. 4 shows the interaction
between different components of CoLearn architecture. The
CoLearn mainly consists of MUD manager and user policy
server, federated learning server, and IoT devices. The IoT
devices transmit their MUD-URLs in their DHCP requests
to the router. The MUD manager sends valid IoT devices
to the federated learning coordinator to minimize the risk
of attack. Moreover, the federated learning coordinator per-
forms interaction with devices using WebSockets and MQTT.
To enable more flexibility in the design, the user policy
server enables a network administrators to enforce rules other
than defined by the manufacturer. The proposed architecture
showed significant advantages, its performance can be further
improved by applying light-weight authentication algorithms
at the IoT devices.
A framework for federated learning-enabled intelligent
fog radio access networks was proposed in [38]. The authors
identified the key issues (i.e., high communication cost and
security and privacy issues) of a centralized machine learning-
MUD Manager (osMUD)
MUD 
Specifications 
interactions DHCP 
Server
DNS
Firewall
Router
Mongo DB
DNSMASQ
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- IP_2
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User policy 
server
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MQTT Broker
Federated 
Learning 
Server
(Coordinator)
IoT
 Devices
List of valid 
devices
SSH
Training/ inference
Parameterts
MQTT_sub
Fig. 4: CoLearn framework [37].
enabled fog radio access networks. To overcome these limita-
tions, the federated learning-based framework was proposed.
Both traditional federated learning and hierarchical federated
learning were considered. In the hierarchical federated learn-
ing, two kinds of aggregation take place, one at fog nodes
and the other one at a remote cloud. Furthermore, to enable
participation of more end-devices in the training process, local
model neural network architecture compression and parameter
7TABLE III: Classification, key contributions, and evaluation of the recent advances.
Category Reference Key contributions Evaluation metricsP1 P2 P3 P4 P5
Edge AI
Wang et
al., [35] • A control algorithm was proposed to minimize the
learning loss under resource budget constraints.
• The performance of the proposed algorithm was evalu-
ated using real-time datasets.
• A theoretical convergence bound was derived for fed-
erated learning at the network edge.
• The proposed control algorithm learns the learning
model characteristics, system dynamics, and data dis-
tribution.
7 7 7 7 7
Wang et
al., [31] • An EdgeAI framework was proposed.
• Intelligent computation offloading and edge caching
were considered.
• Used double deep Q-learning networks.
• Federated learning was considered for reducing the
transmission overhead during the training process.
7 3 7 7 7
Nishio et
al., [36] • Proposed a client selection protocol using the edge
server.
• The edge server manages the resources for communi-
cation between clients and the edge server.
• The proposed FedCS mostly has attained accuracy
within less time for CIFAR-10 and Fashion-MNIST
datasets.
7 3 7 7 3
Feraudo et
al., [37] • A federated learning architecture for edge networks
called as CoLearn was proposed.
• To enable more flexibility in their architecture, the
user policy server was considered that enables network
administrator to enforce rules other than defined by
manufacturer.
3 7 7 7 7
Zhao et al., et
al. [38] • A federated learning-enabled intelligent fog radio ac-
cess networks framework was proposed.
• Considered hierarchical federated learning that offers
two stages of learning model aggregation such as local
at fog node and global at the cloud.
• Neural network compression and learning model param-
eters compression were considered.
• Key enabling technologies for enabling federated
learning-enabled intelligent fog radio access networks
were presented.
3 3 7 7 7
Qu et al., [39]
• Proposed a blockchain-enabled federated learning (FL-
Block) for fog computing scenarios to offers robustness
against the poisoning attacks.
• FL-Block uses decentralized fashion for aggregation of
local learning model rather than centralized server to
offer robustness.
• Additionally, a decentralized privacy scheme was pro-
posed for FL-Block.
3 7 7 3 7
Smart mobile robotics
Liu et al., [40]
• Proposed a lifelong reinforcement learning framework
for robots.
• Their proposed architecture offered enhanced naviga-
tion via learning from the past experiences.
• Two kinds of transfer learning approaches were used to
enable fast adaptation of robots to environments.
7 3 7 7 7
Smart object detection
Yu et al., [41]
• Proposed a smart object detection scheme.
• Considered three types of data distribution such as IID.
Non-IID, and extreme IID for analysis.
• Abnormal weights suppression was used to trim the
weights far from average normal weights during train-
ing.
7 7 7 7 7
8TABLE IV: Classification, key contributions, and evaluation of the recent advances.
Category Reference Key contributions Evaluation metricsP1 P2 P3 P4 P5
Mobile networks
Kang et
al., [42] • Proposed a reliable federated learning scheme based on
consortium blockchain for mobile networks.
• Using the reputation-based metric, a worker (reliable
end-devices) selection scheme based on consortium
blockchain was proposed.
• Several future research directions were provided.
3 7 7 7 7
Conway-Jones
et al., [43] • Federated learning over emulated wide area commu-
nications network having features of intermittent, het-
erogeneous, and dynamic availability of resources was
studied.
• The emulated network has both fixed and mobile nodes.
• Intermittent and dynamic behavior was considered
which might made the design suitable for use in various
practical applications.
7 7 7 7 7
Savazzi et
al., [44] • Presented federated learning scheme that used cooper-
ation between devices to avoid the use of centralized
edge/cloud server for global model aggregation.
• Two strategies such as consensus-based federated av-
eraging and consensus-based federated averaging with
gradients exchange, were proposed to enable effective
distributed optimization.
• The proposed scheme offered robustness and scalability.
7 3 7 3 7
Chen et
al., [50] • A framework for joint learning and communication for
wireless federated learning was presented.
• A problem for joint power allocation, resource block
allocation, and user selection problem was formulated.
• A closed-form expression for the expected convergence
rate of federated learning was derived to account for
the effect of wireless channel on federated learning.
• The proposed framework offered scalability and sparsi-
fication.
7 3 7 7 3
Ferdowsi et
al., [51] • A novel brainstorming generative adversarial network
based on multiple agents operating in a distributed
manner was proposed.
• The advantage of their proposed brainstorming genera-
tive adversarial network is the agent ability to gain in-
formation of other agents via sharing of only generated
samples rather than the real data.
• Another advantage of the proposed brainstorming gen-
erative adversarial network is reduction of communica-
tion resources usage.
7 3 7 3 7
Augmented/Virtual reality
Chen et
al., [46] • A system model for augmented reality applications with
object detection and classification problem formulation
was presented.
• To solve the formulated problem, the authors proposed
a framework based on mobile edge computing enabled
by federated learning.
• The authors validated their proposal for image classifi-
cation task using CIFAR-10 datasets for both Non-IID
and IID settings.
7 7 7 7 7
Chen et
al., [52] • A federated echo state learning algorithm to minimize
the breaks in presence events in wireless virtual reality
networks was proposed.
• The authors formulated a problem to jointly consider
user’s awareness, virtual reality video quality, delay of
virtual reality video.
• The federated echo state learning algorithm offers dis-
tributed learning at all BSs to yield a global model for
prediction of user’s locations and orientations.
7 7 7 7 7
9TABLE V: Classification, key contributions, and evaluation of the recent advances.
Category Reference Key contributions Evaluation metricsP1 P2 P3 P4 P5
Smart health-care
Chen et
al., [45] • A framework namely, FedHealth, based on federated
transfer learning was proposed for smart health-care.
• Homomorphic encryption was considered for secure
transfer of learning model updates between the end-
users and aggregation server.
• Transfer learning was used by the FedHealth framework
to enable effective personalized models for end-users.
3 7 7 7 7
Vehicular networks
Lu et al., [47]
• Proposed a privacy preserving federated learning-based
vehicular network architecture.
• Addition of noise to the local learning model was
considered to further improve privacy preservation in
federated learning.
• Random sub-gossip updating added enhanced privacy
preservation in addition to noise addition to local learn-
ing models.
3 7 7 3 7
Ye et al., [48]
• Proposed a selective model aggregation-based federated
learning framework for image classification task in
vehicular edge computing.
• To overcome the limitation of FedAvg that is based on
a random selection of clients for the learning process,
the authors proposed a selective client selection based
on contract theory.
7 7 7 7 3
Du et al., [49]
• A brief review of federated learning for vehicular IoT
was conducted.
• Discussed recent advances of federated learning towards
enabling vehicular IoT networks.
• Presented few open research challenges.
3 7 7 7 3
compression are considered. Finally, key enabling technologies
for enabling federated learning-enabled intelligent fog radio
access networks and open research challenges were presented.
Qu et al. proposed a blockchain-enabled federated learn-
ing (FL-Block) for fog computing scenarios to offer ro-
bustness against the poisoning attacks [39]. FL-Block used
decentralized fashion for aggregation of local learning models
rather than the centralized server to offer robustness. A single
centralized server might get malfunctioned or accessed by an
unauthorized malicious user. The process of federated learning
in FL-Block starts with the local learning model by all the
devices. The local learning models are transmitted to the fog
servers where cross-verification takes place. Next, the block
is generated by the winning miner and block propagation
takes place. Finally, global model updates are computed via
the aggregation of local learning model parameters at every
fog server and sent to all the devices involved in learning.
The authors analyzed the latency of the proposed framework.
Additionally, a decentralized privacy-preserving scheme was
proposed for FL-Block. The authors provided extensive simu-
lation results to validate their proposal. Specifically, they have
shown that the proposed scheme performs superior in terms
of learning latency for the scenario without malfunctioning
of the miners than malfunctioned miners case. Although the
FL-Block offered key features of robustness, the consensus
algorithms used by blockchain typically require high latency
to reach consensus. Therefore, novel schemes will be required
for federated learning based on blockchain.
2) Smart Mobile Robotics: In [40], Liu et al. pro-
posed a Lifelong Federated Reinforcement Learning (LFRL)
framework which consists of robots, a set of environments,
and a cloud server, to implement life long learning-enabled
navigation for robotics. First, robots learn using their own
environment via reinforcement learning and send their models
to the cloud. Next, other robots download the models from the
cloud as initial actor models in reinforcement learning. These
robots send their learning models to the cloud to yield a shared
model after completing the training process. The LFRL offered
a significant improvement in performance due to continuous
learning for different types of environments, and thus enabled
more enhanced navigation for avoiding obstacles. The promi-
nent advantage of the LFRL is its scalable architecture that can
easily accommodate newly added robots. Another advantage
of LFRL is the use of two kinds of transfer learning approaches
to enable robots with fast learning from its environment.
Although LFRL offers significant advantages, it suffers from
the limitation of fixed input and output dimensions. There is a
need to design schemes with a flexible design to accommodate
more services with different input and output dimensions.
3) Smart Object Detection: In [41], Yu et al. proposed
a federated learning-based object detection scheme to over-
come the privacy leakage issue of deep learning-based object
detection schemes. The authors considered three kinds of data
distributions such as IID, non-IID, and extreme non-IID. IID
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has local datasets of similar distribution, whereas non-IID uses
a subset of images of a certain type for the same client.
In the case of extreme non-IID, the only object of interest
is marked (labeled) in contrast to the non-IID case which
involves marking all the objects. The authors used abnormal
weight suppression in their proposed federated object detection
model to enable trimming of the weights (due to non-IID
and extreme non-IID local datasets) that are far from normal
weights mean. The federated learning-based object detection
model was validated for both IID and non-IID data, which
revealed degraded performance for non-IID data. Furthermore,
for extreme non-IID datasets, performance degradation is the
highest.
4) Mobile Networks: Kang et al. proposed a reliable
federated learning scheme based on consortium blockchain
for mobile networks [42]. The proposed scheme tackled the
issue of unreliable updates in federated learning process. A
non-trusty end-device can send a unreliable updates to the
aggregation server, and thus degrades the global federated
learning accuracy. The authors introduced reputation-based
metric for reliable federated learning over mobile networks.
Using the reputation-based metric, a worker (reliable end-
devices) selection scheme based on consortium blockchain is
proposed. The scheme consists of five steps, task publishment,
worker selection, reputation collection, federated learning,
and reputation updating. In task publishment, task publishers
broadcast task with requirements to mobile devices. Mobile
devices fulfilling requirements and willing to join a certain
task in turn send joining request to the publisher. Next in
worker selection scheme, the publisher verifies devices and
allows only valid devices participation. The workers with rep-
utation values (computed using subjective logic model) greater
than the certain threshold are selected. Then, the federated
learning step is performed to yield global federated learning
model updates. Finally, the reputation values of end-devices is
updated to yield the latest updates after blockchain consensus
algorithm is finished. Although the proposed scheme offered
a protection against malicious users in federated learning,
the delay associated with the blockchain consensus algorithm
might not be desirable.
Another study in [43] demonstrated federated learning
over emulated wide-area communications network having fea-
tures of intermittent, heterogeneous, and dynamic availability
of resources. The network was emulated using CORE/EMANE
and consists of both mobile and fixed nodes. Any node can
be selected as a server that initiates the process of federated
learning. The specifications i.e., as the data type, expected
prediction labels, and model architecture are broadcast to all
nodes during the task initialization phase. All the nodes wait
for a certain time after the task initialization is done and then
start the federated learning process. Any node in a network
can leave or enter the learning process. The outdated local
learning model parameters of the nodes are ignored and are
not considered in the federated learning process. The proposed
emulated federated learning environment has advantages of
considering intermittent and dynamic behavior of the network
resources that make it more feasible for practical applications.
On the other hand, Savazzi et al. in [44] presented a federated
learning scheme that used cooperation between devices to
avoid the use of a centralized edge/cloud server for global
model aggregation. To effectively enable all the devices in
a network to contribute in distributed optimization of the
global federated learning model, two strategies were proposed:
consensus-based federated averaging and consensus-based fed-
erated averaging with gradients exchange. In consensus-based
federated averaging, all the devices receive learning model
parameters from other nodes which are subsequently used for
updating their own models. On the other hand, consensus-
based federated averaging with gradient exchange uses addi-
tional steps, including consensus-based federated averaging to
improve convergence speed, but at the cost of extra complexity.
Finally, the authors validate their proposal via experimental
results for industrial IoT setup. The advantage of the approach
considered in [44] is the non-usage of a centralized server,
and thus offered more robust federated learning. Furthermore,
the proposed scheme can offer scalability by incorporating
more nodes in a dense device-to-device network. Although the
proposed scheme offered several advantages, one must per-
form efficient resource allocation for dense device-to-device
networks. Optimization theory, heuristic schemes, and game
theory can be used for resource allocation.
In [50], a framework for joint learning and communi-
cation for wireless federated learning was presented. First,
the authors extensively studied the performance of federated
learning for wireless networks. Then, joint wireless resource
allocation, power allocation, and user selection optimization
problem was formulated for minimizing the federated learning
loss function. For the expected convergence rate of federated
learning, a closed-form expression was derived to account for
the wireless factors on learning performance. Using the derived
closed-form expression, optimal transmit power allocation was
performed for a fixed resource block allocation and user selec-
tion. Next, resource block allocation and user selection were
performed to minimize the federated learning loss function.
The framework of [50] can offer scalability by enabling the
participation of more users using efficient resource allocation.
Moreover, it can offer sparsification by enabling the partici-
pation of suitable devices. Although the proposed framework
offered several advantages, its performance against the security
attacks can be further enhanced by using encryption schemes.
Beyond wireless security, the centralized aggregation server
might fail due to physical damage, and thus can be suffered
from robustness issues.
The authors in [51] studied a multi-agent generative ad-
versarial network problem. A novel brainstorming generative
adversarial network based on multiple agents operating in
a distributed manner was proposed. The advantage of their
proposed brainstorming generative adversarial network is the
agent’s ability to gain information from other agents via the
sharing of only generated samples rather than the real data.
Sharing of only generated samples allows us to enable rea-
sonable privacy preservation. Furthermore, the brainstorming
generative adversarial network has the ability to use different
deep neural network architectures for different agents because
of its non-dependent nature on hyperparameters of the agents.
Another advantage of the brainstorming generative adversarial
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network is the reduction of communication resources usage
compared to other techniques such as multi-discriminator gen-
erative adversarial network and forgiver-first update generative
adversarial networks.
5) Augmented/Virtual Reality: Chen et al. in [46] stud-
ied augmented reality based on federated learning-enabled
mobile edge computing. Specifically, the authors focused on
the solution of computation efficiency, low-latency object
detection, and classification problems of AR applications.
A system model for augmented reality applications with
object detection and classification problem formulation was
presented. One way to solve the problem is through the use of
centralized machine learning. However, it suffers from high
communication resources consumption costs associated with
transferring the data from end-devices to the centralized server
for training. Moreover, the end-devices of augmented reality-
based applications might not want to share their data with the
centralized server due to privacy concerns. To solve the for-
mulated problem, the authors proposed a framework based on
mobile edge computing enabled by federated learning. Finally,
the authors validated their proposal for image classification
tasks using CIFAR-10 datasets for non-IID and IID settings.
In [52], the authors used a federated learning-based
algorithm to minimize the breaks in presence events in wireless
virtual reality networks. The breaks in presence events in
wireless virtual reality are due to a sudden drop in throughput.
Blocking the line-of-sight communication path can be one of
the reasons for a sudden drop in throughput. Furthermore,
behavioral metrics (e.g. user awareness) affect the breaks
in presence. User’s awareness depends on user actions and
perceptions. Therefore, to minimize the breaks in presence,
the authors formulated a problem to jointly consider user’s
awareness, virtual reality video quality, delay of virtual re-
ality video. To minimize the breaks in presents, the authors
proposed a federated echo state learning. In a federated echo
state learning scheme, all the BSs train their models using
partially available data (i.e., orientations and locations) of their
associated users. Next, the locally trained model at each BS is
shared with the other BSs to yield a global echo state federated
learning model. The authors further investigated the effect of
an increase in memory for storing end-devices data at the BSs
on federated learning prediction accuracy.
6) Smart health-care: In [45], a framework, namely,
FedHealth, based on federated transfer learning was proposed
for smart health-care. The purpose of using transfer learning
in FedHealth is to reduce the distribution divergence among
various domains. Additionally, FedHealth uses homomorphic
encryption to enable secure transfer of learning model updates
between the aggregation server and end-users. FedAvg has
been used as a federated optimization scheme in FedHealth.
Although the global model obtained at cloud is available to
all end-users, the personalized model for each user might not
perform well. Therefore, to improve the performance of the
federated learning model for end-users, the authors used trans-
fer learning to learn personalized models. For validation of the
FedHealth framework, the public human activity recognition
dataset, namely, UCI smartphone was used. The FedHealth
framework considered FedAvg as a federated optimization
scheme, its performance can be further improved using Fed-
Prox that considers heterogeneity among end-users.
7) Vehicular Networks: In [47], Lu et al. proposed a
federated learning-based vehicular network architecture that
mitigates vehicular network data leakage. A vehicular network
scenario was considered with roadside units (RSUs) to cache
the data from other RSUs, vehicles, and BSs. The two main
parts of their architecture are collaborative data leakage detec-
tion and intelligent transformation. Intelligent transformation
mainly occurs at the vehicles to enable the transformation of
raw data into a form that mitigates the risk of leakage. To
do so, they used federated learning for the transformation
of vehicular data into learned data models which can be
further used in many applications (i.e., resource allocation).
On the other hand, data leakage detection is performed at the
RSU because they are acting as data aggregators. Mainly, the
process of federated learning for vehicular networks consists
of local learning models computation. Then, the addition of
noise to local models is performed to avoid reconstruction
of the end-devices data by a malicious user. Next, random
sub-gossip updating takes place, which involves the random
selection of end-devices set by devices. The selecting device
only sends its learning model updates to devices in its set. This
way of selecting end-devices randomly prevents end-devices
to get identity information about other nodes easily. Finally,
distributed aggregation takes place at different vehicles until
a global federated learning model of desirable accuracy is
obtained.
Ye et al. in [48] proposed a selective model aggregation-
based federated learning framework for image classification
task in vehicular edge computing. The proposed framework
consists of a centralized server and vehicular clients. The
vehicular clients equipped with various sensors to capture
images, train their local learning model for image classification
tasks after receiving a request from the centralized server.
The locally learned models are then sent to the centralized
server for global aggregation. To overcome the limitation of
FedAvg that is based on a random selection of clients for
the learning process, the authors proposed a selective client
selection. Selecting clients with low image quality and poor
performance degrades the global federated learning model
accuracy. Therefore, we must select clients with better per-
formance. However, determining the client local information
(i.e., image quality and computational power) at the centralized
is server is not available. Coping with this challenge of
information asymmetry, a set of devices with fine quality
images is selected using contract theory-based scheme. The
authors evaluated their scheme for Belgium TSC and MNIST
datasets, which showed better performance than FedAvg. In
[49], a brief review of federated learning for vehicular IoT
was conducted. The authors presented and critically reviewed
several recent advances of federated learning towards enabling
vehicular IoT. Finally, the authors provided few open research
challenges regarding federated learning-enabled vehicular IoT.
C. Lessons Learned and Recommendations
We have discussed recent advances in federated learning
towards enabling IoT networks. We have learned several
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lessons and future enhancements:
• Federated learning must use some effective compression
technique due to limited communication resources and
a massive number of IoT devices. Several compression
techniques such as gradient compression and model
broadcast compression can be used [33]. The gradient
compression minimizes the size of local learning models
that are transmitted to the edge/cloud server. Although
compression results in size reduction of the bits used to
represent the learning model updates, it might result in
data loss. Therefore, compression techniques with low
loss in data will need to be developed.
• Vanilla federated learning is based on a single centralized
aggregation server, which can be easily attacked by a ma-
licious user or it stops working due to physical damage.
These issues result in the interruption of the federated
learning process. Therefore, we must tackle these issues
to enable robust federated learning over IoT networks.
To address the robustness issue, a novel design based on
distributed aggregation servers will be required.
• We have learned that heterogeneity and noise-aware
federated learning protocols must be proposed. The set
of devices involved in federated learning have differ-
ent computational resource (CPU-cycles/sec) and dataset
sizes. Furthermore, the distribution of their datasets is not
always identical. Such a heterogeneous nature of end-
devices poses significant challenges to the design of a
federated optimization algorithm. For instance, FedAvg
was developed without specifically considering devices’
heterogeneous system parameters. To cope with this lim-
itation, FedProx was developed to offer a more practical
design. FedProx is based on the addition of a scaled
proximal term to FedAvg global objective function. How-
ever, the scaling constant might be difficult to adjust
for different applications. On the other hand, we must
assign communication resources adaptively (i.e., more
communication resources to a device with high local
model computation time and vice versa) to optimize the
overall global federated learning model time. Further-
more, the noise present in the local devices datasets
significantly affects the local learning model accuracy.
Therefore, novel federated optimization schemes that
consider devices heterogeneity and local datasets noise
in the devices selection phase will be required.
• Recently, blockchain-based federated learning has been
proposed for secure and trustful sharing of learning model
updates between different miners. Although blockchain
can provide many features, it has an inherent issue of
high latency associated with consensus algorithms. On
the other hand, federated learning consists of a number of
global iterations (i.e., communication rounds). Therefore,
using blockchain during the training of a federated learn-
ing model might not be desirable due to the high latency
associated with the blockchain consensus algorithm. To
cope with the high latency issue, there is a need to develop
low complexity consensus algorithms.
III. TAXONOMY OF FEDERATED LEARNING FOR IOT
In this section, we devise a taxonomy (illustrated in
Fig. 5) using operation modes based on global aggrega-
tion, resources, local learning models, incentive mechanism,
federated optimization schemes, end-device design, miners
classification, cloud server design, edge collaboration, security,
and privacy, as parameters.
A. Security and Privacy
Federated learning over IoT networks has security and
privacy concerns. Although federated learning was introduced
to enable users’ privacy, it has still privacy concerns. A
malicious end-device and aggregation server can infer end-
devices private information [24], [53]. To address this issue,
a differential privacy scheme can be used that is based on
the addition of noise to local learning model parameters
before sending it to the global aggregation server [25]. On the
other hand, federated learning has a few security concerns.
Generally, security in federated learning for wireless networks
can be divided into three main categories: End-device security,
cybersecurity, and edge/cloud server security. It is challenging
to enable end-devices with physical security. Therefore, effec-
tive and light-weight authentication schemes for end-devices
are absolutely necessary [54]–[56]. Similarly, the edge servers
have a distributed nature and enabling its physical security is
very challenging. To enable its security, one must develop new
authentication schemes to provide access to only registered
and trustworthy end-devices for sending local learning model
updates [57], [58].
In contrast to the edge, the cloud has centralized na-
ture and can be easily attacked by a malicious user [59].
Specifically, the cloud-based federated learning has serious
security concerns. A malicious user can easily access the
centralized cloud server and introduce error in the global
federated learning model. Therefore, we must use effective
authentication schemes for cloud security [60]–[62]. It is to be
noted here that, the authentication scheme used at the cloud
can be of higher complexity than that of edge server due to the
presence of more computational capacity at the cloud. Other
than end-devices, edge servers, and cloud security, federated
learning is susceptible to malicious user attacks during the
exchange of learning model updates between end-devices and
the aggregation server. To address this issue, one can use an
effective encryption scheme [63]. Generally, complexity of an
encryption algorithm increases with performance. Therefore,
we must make a trade-off between performance and commu-
nication overhead and complexity.
B. Resources
Enabling efficient federated learning over an IoT-network
requires optimization of both computational and communi-
cation resources, as shown in Fig. 6 [22], [64], [65]. The
computational resource can be local computational resources
of the end-devices or global computational resources of the
aggregation server [66]–[69]. To compute the local learning
model, the end-device performance (i.e., local learning ac-
curacy and computation time) is mainly determined by its
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dataset size, available energy, and computational resource
(CPU-cycles/sec). The computation time of a local learning
model for a fixed accuracy strictly depends on the dataset
size, device computational resource (CPU-cycles/sec), and the
available energy. The energy consumption of the device having
operating frequency f , dataset size D, and Il local iterations,
is given by [70]–[72]:
Elocal = Il
(
ρζD f 2
)
, (1)
where ρ and ζ are the CPU dependent constant parameter
and CPU-cycles required to process a single dataset point,
respectively. The local learning model computation time is
given by:
Tlocal = Il
(
ζD
f
)
. (2)
From (1) and (2), it is clear that there exists a tradeoff between
simultaneously minimizing local learning model computation
time and energy consumption. For a fixed local model accuracy
and device operating frequency, the dataset size determines the
computation time of the local learning model. For fixed dataset
points and local model accuracy, the local model computation
time can be decreased by increasing the operating frequency
of the device. However, energy consumption increases pro-
portionally to the square of the local device operating fre-
quency. Therefore, we must make a trade-off between the
end-device operating frequency and energy consumption while
computing a local learning model. A set of devices involved
in federated learning shows significant heterogeneity in terms
of computation resource, dataset size, operating frequency, and
available energy. For a fixed local model computation time, the
end-devices’ heterogeneous parameters result in local learning
models of variable accuracy. To account for variable local
learning model accuracy of end-devices due to heterogeneity,
we can use the notion of relative local accuracy θ [73]. Smaller
values of relative local accuracy show better local learning
model accuracy and vice versa.
After computing the local learning model at every end-
device, the learning model parameters are sent to the aggre-
gation server. Depending on the federated learning scheme,
the aggregation of the local learning model can be carried
out either at a centralized aggregation server or distributed
nodes. For a vanilla federated learning, the global model
aggregation takes place either at the edge server/cloud [22].
The global model updates are sent back to the end-devices.
On the other hand, the local learning model updates of all
the end-devices are transferred between miner-enabled base
stations for a blockchain-based federated learning model [74].
The miners exchange the local learning model parameters of
all the devices through distributed ledger in a trustworthy
way. After a consensus is reached among the miners, all the
miners send the block which contains local learning models of
all the devices to their corresponding end-devices where the
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global model aggregation takes place. The transmission time
for transferring of model updates between the base stations and
end-devices depends on the radio access scheme and channel
variations [75], [76]. For a data rate Rn, ∀n ∈ N , the time
taken during sending of learning model parameters of size ν
to the aggregation server can be given by:
Ttrans =
∑
n∈N
(
ν
Rn
)
. (3)
On the other hand, the energy consumed during transmis-
sion using transmit power Pn, ∀n ∈ N of the learning model
parameters from end-devices to the aggregation server is given
by:
Etrans =
∑
n∈N
(
νPn
Rn
)
. (4)
From the above discussions regarding computational re-
source and communication resource consumption, one can
define computational and communication costs. The computa-
tional cost can be the number of local iterations for local model
computation, whereas communication cost can be the number
of global communication rounds between the end-devices and
aggregation server. For a fixed global federated learning model
accuracy, computational and communication costs have contra-
dictory relations with each other. An increase in computational
cost decreases the communication cost and vice versa. For a
relative local accuracy θ and global federated learning model
accuracy  , the upper bound on global iterations can be given
by [77]:
Ig =
α log
(
1

)
1 − θ ,
(5)
From (5), it is clear that for a fixed global accuracy,
more local iterations are required to minimize the relative
local accuracy θ (i.e., to maximize the local learning model
accuracy). The local iterations can be given by [73]:
Il = γ log
(
1
θ
)
, (6)
where γ is constant, which depends on end-device local sub
problem and data set [78]. Fig. 7 shows the variations in global
and local iterations vs. relative local accuracy for a fixed global
accuracy. To achieve lower values of relative local accuracy,
more local iterations and few global iterations are needed for
a fixed global accuracy and vice versa.
From the aforementioned discussions, it is evident that
there must be some effective mechanism for the selection of
local devices operating frequencies for federated learning. The
devices’ operating frequencies determine the energy consump-
tion and local model computation delay for a fixed number
of dataset points and fixed local learning model accuracy
[22]. On the other hand, there exist significant variations
in the wireless channel and different devices have different
transmission delays for sending local learning models to
edge/cloud server [79]. Therefore, there is a need for a scheme
that offers a trade-off between energy consumption and local
model computation delay. Furthermore, the joint optimization
of energy and latency for federated learning over wireless
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Fig. 7: Global and local iterations vs. relative local accuracy.
networks must be considered. In [80], joint optimization of
energy and latency for single task federated learning was
considered. On the other hand, multitask federated learning has
attractive applications in smart industries. Therefore, multitask
federated learning schemes that jointly optimize energy and
latency will be required.
C. Local Learning Models
In typical federated learning, two types of nodes such as
end-devices and centralized edge/cloud servers are involved.
First of all, a local learning model is trained at every device
using its local dataset. Various machine learning schemes:
Naive Bayes, support vector machines, convolutional neural
networks, and long short-term memory can be used for local
model training [25]. Various algorithms such as long short-
term memory, convolutional neural network, support vector
machines, Naive Bayes, and deep reinforcement learning net-
work can be used for training of local learning models in
federated learning. Summary of local learning models with
their IoT application is given in Table VII [31], [35]–[37],
[39]–[41], [44]–[46], [48]. The convolutional neural networks
are used in [41], [44]–[46], [48] for smart object detection,
mobile networks, healthcare, augmented reality, and vehicular
networks. Other works [31], [35]–[37], [39] mainly focused on
edge intelligence to enable various IoT applications. Typically,
end-devices have low computational power and limited backup
power. Therefore, running complex deep learning algorithms
on end-devices with low computational power might not be
desirable. To address this issue, one must use some effective
local computation complexity reduction approach to minimize
the local learning model computation time [33]. We must
modify the existing local learning model algorithms to reduce
their computational complexity. However, generally reducing
the complexity of the deep learning network results in per-
formance degradation. Therefore, we must make a trade-off
between local learning model accuracy and complexity.
D. Incentive Mechanism
In order to ensure large-scale adoption of federated learn-
ing, there is a need to devise novel incentive mechanisms.
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TABLE VI: Incentive mechanism for federated learning.
Reference Incentive model Motivation Device utility/ bid Aggregation server utility
Pandey et al., [73] Stackelberg game To enable a high-quality
global federated learning
model with wireless com-
munication efficiency.
Difference between
reward (i.e., $/accuracy
level) and cost (i.e.,
communication and
computation cost)
Concave function of
log(1/global accuracy)
Le et al., [81] Auction theory To minimize social cost
which denotes true cost of
end-devices bids.
Difference between re-
ward and cost.
To minimize cost of bids.
Kanget al., [82] Contract theory To motivate participation
of reliable end-devices in
federated learning.
Difference between re-
ward and energy con-
sumption.
To maximize the profit that
is given by the difference be-
tween total time for global iter-
ation and reward given to end-
devices.
TABLE VII: Local learning models used in various federated
learning-enabled IoT applications.
Reference Local learning model Primary
contribution
Wang et al., [35] Support vector
machine, convolutional
neural networks
Edge AI
Wang et al., [31] Double deep Q-
Network, feed-forward
neural network
Intelligent edge
caching and
computational
offloading
Nishio et al., [36] Feed-forward neural
network
Edge AI
Feraudo et
al., [37]
Convolutional neural
network
Framework for intelli-
gent edge
Qu et al., [39] Convolutional neural
network
Edge AI
Liu et al., [40] Reinforcement learning Smart mobile robotics
Yu et al., [41] Convolutional neural
network
Smart object detec-
tion
Savazzi et
al., [44]
Convolutional neural
network
Mobile networks
Chen et al., [45] Convolutional neural
network
Healthcare
Chen et al., [46] Convolutional neural
network
Augmented reality
Ye et al., [48] Convolutional neural
network
Vehicular network
Since there are different ways to implement federated learning
(e.g., centralized edge/cloud server-based vanilla federated
learning and blockchain-based federated learning), there is a
need to design different incentive mechanisms that can be
appropriately used for the federated learning implementation
of interest.
For centralized edge/cloud server-based federated learn-
ing, the two players of the federated learning are devices
and edge/cloud server, which interact with each other to
train the global federated learning model. Numerous ways
can be used to model such type of interaction between the
devices and edge/cloud server. Several approaches (summary
is given in Table VI) have been proposed regarding the design
of incentive mechanisms for federated learning [73], [81],
[82]. These approaches can be classified into game theory,
contract theory, and auctions theory. In [73], a crowdsourcing
framework was proposed for federated learning to enable a
high-quality global model with wireless communication effi-
ciency. A two-stage Stackelberg game-based incentive mech-
anism was adopted to jointly maximize the utility of the
aggregation server and the end-devices. The utility of the
aggregation server was modeled as a concave function of
log(1/global model accuracy), whereas end-device utility
was modeled as a difference between reward (i.e., $/accuracy
level) and cost (i.e., communication and computation cost).
Le et al. presented an auction-based incentive mechanism for
federated learning over cellular networks [81]. Every end-
device submits a set of bids to the BS. The bid consists of
claimed cost and resources (i.e., local accuracy level, CPU
cycle frequency, transmission power, and sub-channel bundle).
The authors formulated a social cost minimization problem
representing the true cost of user bids. To deal with NP-hard
social cost minimization problem, randomized auctions based
mechanism was proposed. Next, the BS determines the set of
all winner profiles. Finally, the winning end-devices participate
in the federated learning process. On the other hand, [82] pro-
posed an incentive mechanism for reliable federated learning.
The authors defined a reputation-based metric to determine
the trustworthiness and reliability of end-devices participating
in the federated learning process. Then, a reputation based
end-device selection scheme using a multi-weight subjective
model was proposed. Moreover, blockchain was considered
for secure end-devices reputation management. Finally, they
proposed an incentive mechanism based on contract theory to
motivate end-devices participation in federated learning.
On the other hand, blockchain-based federated learning
consists of sets of devices and miners [66], [74]. First, the
devices compute their local learning models and then send
the learning model parameters to their associated miners. The
miner verifies and exchanges the learning model parameters
with other miners and run a consensus algorithm. Once the
miners complete the consensus algorithm, a block consisting
of verified local learning models is added to the blockchain.
The end-device associated with the miners downloads the
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block containing the verified local learning models of dif-
ferent devices. Finally, the global federated learning model
aggregation is performed at the end-devices. This process of
federated learning offers robustness and security but suffers
from additional overhead compared to the traditional federated
learning approach. Designing an incentive algorithm for such
kind of federated learning scheme involves end-devices and
miners. The reward of the end-devices must be based on their
dataset size and local learning model accuracy. The miners
will provide the reward to the end-devices, whereas miners
will receive their reward from the blockchain service providers
responsible for federated learning model management.
E. Miners Classification
Federated learning based on blockchain uses miners for
secure and trustful exchange of learning model parameters
[39], [74], [83]. The miners can be either static (i.e., BS) [74],
mobile (i.e., autonomous cars) [84], and flying (unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV)) [85]. For BS-based miners, the asso-
ciation of end-devices has lower complexity than mobile and
flying miners. Moreover, BS-based miners can communicate
with each other using high-speed optical fiber backhaul links.
However, there is a need to optimize radio access network
resources for BS-based miners to minimize the blockchain-
based federated learning convergence time. On the other hand,
mobile miners require more careful design consideration than
static BS-based miners. Mobile miners can communicate with
each other via fast backhaul or directly using wireless links.
For mobile miners’ communication via a wireless channel,
there is a need to carefully design resource allocation schemes
for carrying out the transfer of learning model updates between
miners. Similar to mobile miners, the UAV-based flying miners
require a careful design for federated learning. For UAV-based
miners, we need to address two kinds of resource allocation
problems such as (a) communication of end-devices with
UAVs and (b) communication between UAVs. Furthermore,
the three-dimensional motion of UAVs imposes more design
complexity [86]–[89].
F. Edge Collaboration
Training of a cloud-based federated learning model for a
massive number of IoT devices results in a significant overhead
of communication resources [22]. To cope with this issue, one
can consider collaboration between edge servers and a cloud.
In [90], a client-edge-cloud hierarchical federated learning
framework has been proposed. The framework resolves high
communication resource consumption issue associated with
the training of cloud-based federated learning models for
a massive number of users via collaboration between edge
servers and a cloud server. The client-edge-cloud hierarchical
federated learning framework performs two levels of aggrega-
tions at edge servers and a cloud. Access to the edge servers
is easier and requires fewer communication resources than a
remote cloud. Therefore, performing edge based-aggregations
and then cloud-based aggregation will offer efficient usage of
communication resources than the federated learning scheme
based on communication between end-devices and cloud.
On the other hand, we can say that edge collaboration can
be (a) horizontal, (b) vertical, and (c) hybrid (as shown in
Fig. 8), depending on the nature of application and available
communication resources.
G. Cloud Server Design
To design federated learning based on the cloud, there is
a need to properly plan the design of cloud-based aggregation
servers. The cloud-based server will coordinate with devices
ranging from hundreds to millions [91]. Additionally, the
size of updates ranges from kilobytes to tens of megabytes.
Therefore, to successfully carry out the federated learning
process in an economical way, there is a need to optimally use
cloud resources. To truly realize cloud as a dynamic micro data
center, there is a need to evolve both hardware and software.
Other than hardware evolution, we must effectively isolate
functionality from the hardware. Micro-services concept can
be used in such a type of isolation. The key requirement
of micro-services is a similar environment at all run-time
locations. To run micro-services, there can be two ways, i.e.,
containers-based design [92]–[94] and virtual machine-based
design [95], [96]. Containers can be preferably used compared
to virtual machines due to their low overhead [2]. Therefore,
we can use containerization and hardware evolution for cloud
economical cloud server design to enable federated learning
for millions of devices.
H. Federated Optimization Schemes
The process of federated learning consists of local model
computation by end-devices, which are then sent to the ag-
gregation server. Finally, after global aggregation, the global
model parameters are sent back to end-devices. Such a process
continues in an iterative fashion until convergence. The goal
of federated learning to minimize global loss function that is
application dependent. To minimize the global loss function,
we need federated optimization schemes. Mainly there are
two types of federated optimization schemes depending on the
number of tasks: single task federated optimization and multi-
task federated optimization. In single task federated learning,
the global federated learning model is trained only for a
single task. Several works considered the training of the global
federated learning model for a single task [18], [97]. On the
other hand, multi-task federated learning involves the training
of multiple models for different tasks [98].
Federated averaging (FedAvg) and FedProx were pro-
posed training of a single-task federated learning model.
FedAvg was proposed on the assumption that all the devices
involved in learning must have homogeneous system nature
(i.e., same system parameters). However, there exists statistical
and system heterogeneity among the end-devices. To cope with
this challenge, FedProx was proposed [97]. The difference in
computation steps between FedProx and FedAvg lies in the
local device objective function. FedProx uses an additional
proximal term for minimizing the impact of device data and
system heterogeneity on the global federated learning model.
Although FedProx was developed to account for statistical and
system heterogeneity, it faces some practical implementation
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challenges [34]. The weighted proximal term in FedProx is
difficult to choose for various applications. Furthermore, the
answer to the question, that can a FedProx provably improve
the convergence rate is not clear [33]. A scheme q-FedAvg
was proposed to cope with fairness issues due to system het-
erogeneity (i.e., local model accuracy and wireless resources)
[99]. The q-FedAvg modifies the objective function of FedAvg
by assigning the end-devices with poor performance higher
weights than better-performing end-devices. In q-FedAvg, the
devices with higher values of local loss functions are given
more importance using large values of q. Specifically, the
amount of fairness is determined by the values of q. In another
work [35], a scheme offering a trade-off between the local
model update and global model aggregation with the aim of
reducing the loss function under resource budget constraints
was proposed. In [35], [97], [99], all the schemes considered
a single task global federated learning model. To offer multi-
task learning, federated multi-task learning (FML) was pro-
posed in [98]. Additionally, the FML scheme considered joint
optimization of computational and communication resources
while fulfilling the fault tolerance constraint.
The iterative exchange of learning model parameters
in the federated optimization schemes via wireless channels
requires careful design. It will be necessary to develop a novel
federated optimization algorithm that considers significantly
the effect of packet errors introduced due to channel uncertain-
ties on the global federated learning model. We must define
some threshold regarding the packet error rate to determine
the devices whole local learning model parameters should be
considered in the global federated learning model computa-
tion. The devices the higher packet error rates must not be
considered in training of the global federated learning model
computation. One of possible way to improve the packet error
rate is the use of channel coding schemes (e.g., turbo codes,
convolutional codes, and linear block codes). Different channel
coding schemes have different performance and overhead with
complexity. Generally, turbo codes outperformed linear block
codes but at the cost of communication overhead. Therefore,
we must make a trade-off while selecting a channel coding
scheme for federated learning.
I. Operation Modes Based on Global Aggregation Fashion
We can categorize federated learning into two categories
depending on the fashion of global aggregation as centralized
federated learning and collaborative federated learning [18],
[23]. In centralized federated learning, global aggregation
takes place only at the centralized edge/ cloud server, whereas
in collaborative federated learning [23] involves several lo-
cal aggregations before a final aggregation at the global
aggregation server. The collaborative federated learning was
introduced mainly for ensuring participation of devices that
are unable to access the centralized BS due to communication
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resources constraints. In collaborative federated learning, the
devices with insufficient communication resources send their
model to other nearby devices with sufficient communication
resources. The receiving devices perform aggregation of other
devices’ local learning models, with their own model and
send the aggregated model parameters to the centralized BS.
Some of the devices send their own local learning models
directly to the centralized BS. The centralized BS finally
performs global aggregation and sends back the global model
parameters to the end-devices. Although collaborative fed-
erated learning offers benefits of enabling more devices to
participate in the federated learning process, there is a need
for successful communication between devices for sharing the
learning model updates.
J. End-Device Design for Federated Learning
On-device learning is the key essence of federated learn-
ing. Enabling end-devices with local machine learning requires
careful design requirements. Every device is characterized by
a fixed maximum computational power (CPU-cycles per) and
limited backup power. For fixed dataset points, to minimize
local learning model computation time, there is a need to run
the device at high CPU-cycles/sec. However, device power
consumption increases with an increase in operating frequency.
Therefore, there is a need to trade-off between the end-
devices operating frequencies and power consumption. The
key metrics generally considered for performance evaluation of
embedded machine learning are cost, throughput/latency, en-
ergy consumption, and learning accuracy. For a fixed dataset,
the performance of end-devices involved in federated learning
depends on both hardware design and soft-ware design [22].
On the other hand, for a fixed hardware and software design,
the performance matrices are strongly dependent on the used
dataset and application.
Various datasets and applications offer a variety of com-
plexities to the embedded machine learning design. For in-
stance, MNIST [18] dataset used for image classification task
has lower complexity than GoogLeNet [100] dataset that is
used for classification of 1000 image classes. Therefore, there
is a need for efficient hardware design with programmability
for end-devices to handle various applications offering differ-
ent complexities. The programmable nature enables the use
of generic hardware for different models. The requirement of
programmability and high dimensionality causes an increase
in data movement and computation power consumption due to
more generated data, respectively [101]. The programmability
deals with storage and reading the weights, which results
in significant energy consumption [102]. Application-specific
manycore processors are attractive candidates to enable dif-
ferent designs while fulfilling area, temperature, and energy
constraints [103], [104]. However, various challenges exist in
the implementation of these systems. First of all, fine-tuning
is required for implementing effective run-time resource man-
agers. Second, the use case significantly modifies the design
objectives and deployment platform. Third, the evaluation of
these designs is expensive and slow. Machine learning can be
used to provide a highly optimized design. Kim et al. [105],
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proposed machine learning to offer computationally efficient
hardware design optimization for manycore systems.
For fixed hardware design, we can search different neural
architectures for optimal out of available ones. Neural Archi-
tecture Search (NAS) allows us to find the optimal architecture
out of many available architectures for a particular dataset
and application [106]–[109]. NAS can be considered to be
a subfield of Automated machine learning that deals with
the complete process from dataset to its preferable machine
learning models without knowing expert-level knowledge of
machine learning [110]. An overview of a NAS is given in
Fig. 9a [111]. Several possible neural architectures can be
chain-structured, multi-branch networks, and cell search space,
are shown in Fig. 9b. The chain-structured neural networks
consist of a sequence of layers with the first layer as input
and the last layer as output. Each layer receives an input from
the preceding layer. In such a type of neural search space, we
can adjust the number of layers, operation at each layer (i.e.,
convolution, depth-wise separable convolutions, or pooling),
and hyperparameters (i.e., number of filters and kernel size
and strides for a convolutional layer). The hyperparameters are
dependent on the operation layer, and thus this search space
is conditional. On the other hand, multi-branch networks have
nodes that can take their inputs as function of previous layers’
output, as shown in Fig. 9b. The multi-branch networks have
more degree of freedom than chain-structured neural networks.
To provide more freedom of design, we can use the cell search
space approach that involves searching in cells.
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K. Lessons Learned and Recommendations
We have provided a taxonomy for federated learning
towards enabling IoT-based smart applications. Some of the
lessons and future enhancements learned are as follows.
• It is necessary to adaptively adjust local iterations and
global iterations strictly depending on the nature of the
application. The end-device in an IoT network with high
mobility might not have seamless connectivity with the
aggregation server all the time. In these scenarios, it
is recommended to consider a high number of local
iterations. For a fixed global federated learning model
accuracy, an increase in the number of local iterations will
require less global iterations. Therefore, a higher number
of local iterations with few global iterations are desirable
in high mobility networks. A practical example such
networks is vehicular networks that have high mobility
vehicles.
• A massive number of IoT nodes show a significant
amount of heterogeneity in terms of local datasets size
and distributions, available backup power, computation
resource, and communication resources. All of these
factors significantly affect the performance of federated
learning algorithms (i.e., FedAvg, FedProx, etc.). There-
fore, to truly benefit from the deployment of federated
learning in IoT networks, it is indispensable to design fed-
erated learning algorithms that consider these parameters.
For instance, some of the end-devices might have poor
performance due to limited computation power, noisy
dataset, or limited communication resources. Such a type
of end-device will have less influence on the global model
than the device with better performance. Coping with the
kind of issues due to the heterogeneity of devices, we
must propose new federated learning algorithms.
• Considering the aforementioned software-aware design
and hardware design schemes, it is necessary to con-
sider hardware-software co-design for end-devices in-
volved in federated learning. The hardware-software co-
design allows the concurrent design of both hardware
and software. Numerous ways that can be used for
hardware-software co-design are high-level synthesis, co-
verification-based embedded systems, and virtual proto-
typing. The virtual prototyping-based design leverages
computer-aided engineering, computer-aided design, and
computing automated design, to validate the design prior
to implementation. A high-level synthesis design enables
automated digital hardware using an algorithmic descrip-
tion of the desired system. Multiplexer and wired signal
delays are prominent challenges in high-level synthesis-
based design. In co-verification-based design, embedded
systems are designed using testing and debugging of both
hardware and software at the same time. Such a design
offers better performance.
• A malicious end-device can send a learning model up-
dates to an aggregation server which can result in pro-
longing the federated learning convergence time. There-
fore, one can propose novel federated learning frame-
works that enable trust verification of end-device be-
fore using its local learning model updates will be re-
quired. One way is through blockchain-based authen-
tication schemes. Another way is through light-weight
authentication schemes.
• As federated learning involves iterative exchange of
learning model updates between the end-devices and
aggregation, efficient communication resources allocation
schemes will be required. The two kinds of commu-
nication resources used in federated learning are core
network and radio access network. For optical fiber-
based core networks, there are enough communication
resources. On the other hand, the radio access network has
communication resources constraints. Therefore, wireless
resources optimization problem will need to be solved
for federated learning. Depending on the nature of the
formulated problem, we can use various approaches.
These approaches include heuristic approaches, matching
theory-based schemes, and game theory-based schemes.
• Federated multi-task learning was proposed in [98] to
enable learning of multi-tasks whose data are distributed
among multiple nodes with federated learning settings
(i.e., data and system heterogeneity). To enable federated
learning for a different task, efficient scheduling over
resource-constrained radio access network is required
for all tasks. Moreover, resources must be assigned as
per the nature of the learning task. For instance, more
resources should be assigned to the critical task (i.e.,
industrial control) than ordinary tasks (i.e., keyboard
keyword suggestion). Assigning more resources lowers
the convergence time for federated learning. Therefore,
novel joint scheduling and resource allocation schemes
for multi-task federated learning will need to be devel-
oped.
IV. DISPERSED FEDERATED LEARNING: IOT USE CASES
Although federated learning was developed to offer pri-
vacy preservation, it has few issues (illustrated in Fig. 10).
• A malicious aggregation server can infer the end-device
sensitive information which causes user’s privacy leak-
age. One can enable differential privacy via addition of
artificial noise to the learning model parameters prior to
sending them to the aggregation server [25]. However,
simultaneous achievement of low convergence time and
high privacy level for federated learning is generally
not possible. We must make a trade-off between the
federated learning convergence time and privacy level.
Additionally, enabling federated learning with privacy
preservation schemes adds extra complexity, which might
not be desirable.
• A set of devices out of massive number of IoT devices
involved in federated learning under communication re-
source constraints might not be able to connect to the
aggregation server. In such a situation, federated learning
performance degrades due to the participation of less
number of nodes, especially for non-IID data.
• A third party malicious user can access the learning model
parameters during their transmission between end-devices
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and aggregation server and alters them. Therefore, one
must use some effective and low complexity encryption
scheme for learning model transmission. Additionally,
we must allow only trustful end-device learning model
updates at the aggregation server.
To cope with the aforementioned issues of federated
learning over IoT networks, in [34], we proposed the novel
concept of dispersed federated learning. In dispersed federated
learning, sub-global federated learning models are computed
within different groups, in a fashion similar to that in federated
learning. Then, the sub-global models are transferred between
different groups. Next, sub-global models are aggregated to
yield the global federated learning model. This process of
dispersed federated learning takes place in an iterative manner
until desirable global federated learning accuracy is achieved.
For dispersed federated learning, we can use reuse commu-
nication resources within a groups used for sub-global model
computation to enable communication efficient operation. Ad-
ditionally, there is a need to efficiently allocate resources
for further performance enhancement. In contrast to federated
learning global aggregation server, a global aggregation server
used to aggregate sub-global models can not easily infer
the end-devices private information, and thus offers enhanced
privacy preservation. However, within a group used for sub-
global computation, the sub-global aggregation server can
infer the end-devices private information. To add more privacy
preservation to dispersed federated learning, there is a need to
develop a novel privacy preservation schemes within groups
of dispersed federated learning.
Next, different from our previous work [34], here, we
present the new detailed perspective towards enabling two
IoT-based smart use cases that can truly benefit from the de-
ployment of dispersed federated learning. These use cases are
intelligent transportation and smart industry whose overview
are presented in Fig. 11. Further details of the use cases are
given below.
A. Intelligent Transportation Systems
An intelligent transportation system suffers from frequent
addition of data updates which motivated use of federated
learning in contrast to centralized machine learning. For in-
stance, according to statistics, autonomous driving cars gen-
erate 4, 000 gigaoctet every day [112]. Therefore, transferring
the whole data for training is not a feasible solution due to
high communication overhead. Instead, we can use federated
learning that is based on sending of only learning model
updates [113]. However, autonomous driving cars suffer from
high mobility which causes frequent hand offs. An IoT-based
smart device inside an autonomous driving car might not be
able to maintain seamless connectivity with the RSU during
the training process for federated learning. To tackle this issue,
we can use a dispersed federated learning for autonomous
driving cars.
Fig. 11a shows an overview of smart transportation use
case. First of all, a sub-global model is computed within
every autonomous car in an iterative manner similar to tra-
ditional federated learning model computation. The set of
devices within autonomous driving car exchange their lo-
cal learning modes with the edge computing-based access
point. After a particular number of sub-global iterations, the
sub-global model updates are sent to the associated RSU
by every autonomous driving car. The next step is sharing
of the sub-global model updates between different RSUs.
The transfer of sub-global model updates is possible using
(a) blockchain-based transfer, (b) direct transfer, and (c)
light-weight authentication-based transfer. A blockchain-based
transfer provides secure transfer and trustful verification of
sub-global model updates. However, it suffers from the inher-
ent disadvantage of high latency associated with consensus
algorithm. The direct transfer of sub-global model updates
between different RSUs might suffer from false data injection,
and thus prone to error due to malicious attacks. To cope with
the aforementioned issues of false data injection and high-
latency, we can use light-weight authentication-based scheme
for secure transfer of sub-global model updates.
B. Smart Industries
Smart industries can leverage collaborative robotics,
emerging computing, and communication technologies along
with federated learning to offer enhanced automation. How-
ever, training a federated learning model for smart industries
suffers from the challenges of false data injection, denial of
service attack, and physical attacks [114], [115]. Therefore, the
training of the federated learning model for different industries
can benefit from the use of dispersed federated learning. An
overview of smart industries using dispersed federated learning
is given in Fig. 11b. The process starts with the computation of
the sub-global model updates within every industry. Within a
factory, all devices compute their local learning model and sent
them to their associated SBSs, where the sub-global model ag-
gregation takes place. The computed sub-global model updates
are sent back to the devices to enable their local model updates.
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This process of sub-global model computation takes place in
an iterative manner between the SBS and devices. Similar to
the smart transportation use case, the transfer of sub-global
models can be performed via three different ways such as
(a) blockchain-based transfer, (b) direct transfer, and (c) light-
weight authentication-based transfer. A blockchain-based sub-
global model transfer has more feasibility for smart industries
than smart transportation because of the fact that mobility is
very high for autonomous driving cars. However, the high-
latency associated with the blockchain consensus algorithm
might not be desirable for federated learning training in smart
industries. Therefore, consensus algorithm with low-latency
will be desirable for enabling smart industries with blockchain-
based dispersed federated learning.
C. Lessons Learned and Future Recommendations
We have presented a novel concept of dispersed federated
learning that is based true decentralization. Two practical
IoT use cases of dispersed federated learning have been
presented. From this section, we learnt several lessons and
future enhancements as follows.
• In dispersed federated learning, the communication of the
sub-global aggregation server with end-devices is more
frequent than with the centralized aggregation server.
Therefore, we can use high-performance channel coding
schemes (i.e., turbo codes) having high overhead for
reliable communication between the sub-global aggrega-
tion server and the global aggregation server. It must
be noted that the sub-global model results from itera-
tive aggregation and exchange of various local learning
models, therefore, it must be provided with more reliable
communication. On the other hand, we can use low-
overhead linear block codes or convolutional codes for
reliable communication between end-devices and sub-
global aggregation server.
• There is a need to propose novel communication
resource-efficient federated optimization schemes. One
way to achieve a communication resource-efficient feder-
ated learning model computation is hierarchical federated
learning. Hierarchical federated learning can be per-
formed in two different fashions: D2D communication-
assisted hierarchical federated learning and heterogeneous
networks-based federated learning. In D2D communi-
cation assisted hierarchical federated learning, a set of
closely located devices form clusters which is followed
by cluster head selection using some attractive criteria
(e.g., socially-aware interaction). The devices within a
cluster compute their local learning model and exchange
it with a cluster head in an iterative manner to yield a
sub-global model. The advantage of sub-global model
computation lies in the reuse of the already occupied
spectrum by the cluster devices. The sub-global model
updates from all the cluster heads are sent to the BS
where the global model aggregation takes place. Finally,
the global model updates are sent back to the cluster
heads which disseminate the global model to the devices.
For the case of heterogeneous network-based federated
learning, the small cell acts similar to cluster with a small
cell base station as cluster head. The sub-global model
computed at every small cell base station is then sent to
the macro base station for global model aggregation. The
macro base station computes the global model and sent
it to the small cell base stations which disseminate it to
the end-devices.
• Mobility management for groups used to compute sub-
global models is of significant importance. A set of
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TABLE VIII: Summary of existing surveys and tutorials open
research challenges.
Reference Challenges
Lim et al., [25] Dropped participants, privacy concerns, unlabeled
data, interference among mobile devices, commu-
nication security, asynchronous FL, comparisons
with other distributed learning methods, further
studies on learning convergence, usage of tools to
quantify statistical heterogeneity, combined algo-
rithms for communication reduction, cooperative
mobile crowd ML, applications of FL.
Li et al., [29] Extreme communication schemes, communication
reduction and pareto frontier, novel models of
asynchrony, heterogeneity diagnostics, granular
privacy constraints, beyond supervised learning,
productionizing federated learning, benchmarks.
Wang et al., [31] Accelerating AI tasks by edge communication and
computing systems, efficiency of In-Edge AI for
real-time mobile communication system toward
5G, incentive and business model of In-Edge AI.
Our Tutorial Sparsification-enabled federated learning, data-
heterogeneity-aware-clustering-enabled federated
learning, mobility-aware federated learning, ho-
momorphic encryption-enabled federated learn-
ing, secure and trustful aggregation-enabled feder-
ated learning, interference-aware resource efficient
federated learning, interference-aware associa-
tion for federated learning, quantization-enabled
federated learning, adaptive-resource-allocation-
enabled federated learning.
devices within a sub-group used for sub-global model
computation is desirable to remain within the group
until the iterative computation of the sub-global model.
Therefore, we must handle the issue of mobility.
• Smart industries suffer from various security attacks such
as physical attacks, false data injection, and denial of ser-
vice attacks [114]. Therefore, to avoid the false learning
model updates injection for federated learning-enabled
smart industries, trustful aggregation mechanisms will be
required.
V. OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES
This section presents various open challenges that exist in
enabling federated learning over IoT networks. The challenges
presented in our paper are different than those of existing
surveys and tutorials related to federated learning for wireless
networks, as given in Table VIII [25], [29]–[31]. We present
causes and possible solutions to these challenges. Summary of
the open research challenges with their possible solutions for
both federated learning and dispersed federated learning are
given in Table IX.
A. Sparsification-Enabled Federated Learning
How do we enable federated learning for a massive
number of heterogeneous devices under strict wireless resource
constraints? Optimal use of limited wireless resources in
federated learning for a massive number of heterogeneous
devices can be enabled via sparsification, which allows only
a small set of devices to send their local learning model
parameters to edge/cloud server. The criterion for choosing
the set of devices to send their data to the edge/cloud server
is a challenging task. One way is to choose the devices
with gradients of magnitude greater than a certain threshold.
However, computing the optimal value of the threshold for a
massive number of heterogeneous devices is difficult. Another
criterion for the selection of end-devices can be their local
learning model accuracy which is affected by many factors
such as clean datasets, local computational power, and backup
power. Furthermore, devices with degraded performance over
wireless channels result in prolonging the federated learning
convergence time due to high packet error rates. To address
the above challenges, there is a need for novel effective
sparsification-enabled federated learning protocols.
B. Data-Heterogeneity-Aware-Clustering-Enabled Federated
Learning
How does one enable federated learning for massively
distributed devices having heterogeneous features? A massive
number of IoT devices exhibit a significant amount of statis-
tical heterogeneity in their datasets. FedAvg was developed to
yield a global federated learning model using the assumption
of synchronous amount of work at end-devices during each
global iteration [18]. However, IoT devices show significant
heterogeneity in their datasets and system parameters. To
address this issue, FedProx was developed that is based on the
addition of a weighted proximal term to the global model of
FedAvg [97]. Choosing the weights for FedProx for different
applications is challenging. Additionally, it is not clear whether
FedProx can provably improve convergence rate [33]. There-
fore, there is a need to devise a novel protocol for federated
learning to cope with data heterogeneity. One possible solution
can be the formation of clusters of end-devices with statistical
homogeneity. Within each cluster, a cluster head is selected
which acts for aggregation of local learning models. The
selection of cluster heads must follow attractive criteria. For
instance, the criterion for cluster head selection can be an
improvement in the overall throughput of the cluster. Another
possible way can be socially-aware clustering. As cluster head
has the capability to infer end-devices sensitive information
from their local learning model [25], it can be desirable to form
cluster head with high social trust nature. Within each cluster,
a sub-global model can be computed similarly to traditional
federated learning. Next, cluster heads send their sub-global
models to global aggregation server to yield a global federated
learning model, which is then disseminated to cluster heads.
Finally, the cluster heads disseminate the global model updates
to devices of their corresponding clusters.
C. Mobility-Aware Federated Learning
How do we enable seamless communication of mobile
devices with the centralized edge/cloud server during the
training phase of federated learning? The set of mobile devices
involved in learning must be connected to the edge/cloud
server during the training phase. However, mobility of the
devices might cause loss in coverage and thus, causes perfor-
mance degradation of federated learning. Several solutions can
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TABLE IX: Summary of the research challenges and their guidelines.
Challenges Causes Guidelines
Sparsification-Enabled
Federated Learning • Significant changes in the in end-devices local
accuracy performance due to noisy datasets, local
computational power, and local energy.
• Wireless resources constraints.
• Gradient-based sparsification scheme.
• Selection of devices with sufficient computational,
clean datasets, and communication resources.
Mobility-Aware
Federated Learning • Connectivity loss due to mobility during training
phase.
• Variations in SINR due to mobility.
• Priority in selection of static and low-mobility
devices for training.
• Deep learning-based mobility prediction schemes.
Data-Heterogeneity-
Aware-Clustering-
Enabled Federated
Learning
• Existence of significant statistical heterogeneity
among massive number of devices datasets.
• Statistical heterogeneity significantly degrades the
federated learning convergence performance.
• Clustering based on statistical homogeneity.
• Selection of most trustful end-devices acting for
aggregation within clusters.
Homomorphic
encryption-enabled
federated learning
• Ability of a malicious user to alter learning model
parameters during wireless transfer between the
aggregation server and end-devices.
• Ability of man-in-the-middle to infer end-devices
sensitive information from learning model parame-
ters.
• Partially homomorphic encryption.
• Somewhat homomorphic encryption.
• Fully homomorphic encryption.
Secure and trustful
aggregation-enabled
federated learning
• Presence of malicious end-devices.
• Wrong local learning model parameters prolong
federated learning convergence time.
• Secure aggregation-enabled federated learning
scheme.
• Consortium blockchain-based trustful verification
of end-devices updates.
Interference-aware
resource efficient
federated learning
• Communication resources constraints.
• Protection of cellular users while reusing frequency
by end-devices used in federated learning.
• Game theory-based resource allocation.
• Matching game with externalities for resource al-
location.
• Relaxation-enabled resource allocation scheme.
Interference-aware
association for federated
learning
• Dependency of SINR on association.
• Proportional effect of association on packet error
rate.
• Game theory-based association.
• Relaxation-enabled association scheme.
Quantization-enabled
federated learning • Communication resource constraints.
• Massive number of devices are expected in future
for federated learning training-enabled IoT appli-
cations.
• Gradient-based selective end-devices selection.
• Selection of end-devices with better performance.
Adaptive-resource-
allocation-enabled
federated learning
• Heterogeneity of computational resources (CPU-
cycles/sec), local device energy, and communica-
tion resources results in variable local accuracy.
• Adaptive resource allocation (i.e., more wireless
resources to devices with high local model com-
putational time) to minimize the overall federated
learning convergence time.
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be proposed to tackle this issue. One way is modification in the
federated learning protocols that should consider the mobility
of users in addition to other factors during the devices selection
phase. The devices with no mobility or with less mobility than
other high mobility nodes must be preferred. This approach
seems to be promising in the scenarios where the minimum
required number of devices for federated learning have no or
limited mobility. However, if the devices have high mobility
then it is necessary to predict the mobility of devices during the
device selection phase. For this, deep learning-based mobility
prediction schemes can be used.
D. Homomorphic Encryption-Enabled Federated Learning
How does one enable secure exchange of federated learn-
ing parameters between devices and the cloud/edge server? Al-
though federated learning has been proposed to enable privacy-
aware on-device machine learning in a distributed manner,
it suffers from security challenges and privacy challenges. A
malicious user can access the learning model updates during
their transmission between end-devices and the aggregation
server. Then, the malicious user abnormally alters the learning
parameters. Moreover, the learning parameters can be used
by a malicious user to infer end-device sensitive information
[25]. Therefore, it is indispensable to ensure secure federated
learning over wireless channels. One can use homomorphic
encryption for ensuring secure federated learning. In homo-
morphic encryption-based federated learning, a key-pair is
synchronized among all end-devices via a secure channel
[116]–[119]. Initially, all the devices encrypt their local learn-
ing model updates and send the ciphertexts to a central server.
Next, the server sends back the aggregated result to the end-
devices. The advantage of using homomorphic encryption is
non-requirement of decryption at the aggregation server, and
thus privacy is preserved because the aggregation server has
the capability to infer end-devices information from local
learning models. However, generally, homomorphic encryption
results in the use of extra computation and communication
resources. Homomorphic encryption can be divided into three
main categories such as partially homomorphic encryption,
somewhat homomorphic encryption, and fully homomorphic
encryption [120]. These categories of homomorphic encryp-
tion offer freedom of performing mathematical operation de-
pending on the type used. For instance, partially homomorphic
encryption allows only one type of mathematical operation
(i.e., addition or multiplication), whereas fully homomorphic
encryption allows a large number of different mathematical
operations. On the other hand, ciphertext in homomorphic
encryption contains a noise which increases proportionally
with mathematical operations [121]. Therefore, there is a need
to devise a homophobic encryption scheme that accounts for
such type of noise.
E. Secure and Trustful Aggregation-Enabled Federated Learn-
ing
How do we enable aggregation of learning models at the
aggregation server in a secure and trustful way? A malicious
user can send the wrong local learning model parameters to the
aggregation server to slow the federated learning convergence
rate. In some cases, the global federated learning model might
not converge due to the presence of a malicious user. On
the other hand, it is necessary to verify the end-devices’ up-
dates before considering them for global aggregation. Several
possible ways can be used to enable secure aggregation. In
[122], the authors proposed a secure aggregation protocol for
federated learning. The protocol can offer security against 1/3
of the total devices but at the cost of extra communication
resources and complexity. Although the protocol in [122]
offers reasonable performance, there is a need to propose
novel protocols than can handle malicious users more than
1/3 of the total devices. In another work, a reputation-based
metric was introduced for the trustful participation of end-
devices in the federated learning process [42]. Consortium
blockchain was then applied to enable efficient reputation
management. Although the scheme presented in [42] can offer
resilience against adversaries, it has high-latency associated
with blockchain. To address the above challenges, there is a
need for federated learning protocols that can offer security
and trustful verification using low complexity schemes.
F. Interference-Aware Resource Efficient Federated Learning
How do we reuse the uplink communication resources
already in use by other cellular users for federated learning
while protecting them? To protect cellular users from inter-
ference due to end-devices involved in federated learning, we
will require resource allocation schemes. There can be two
different ways of allocating resource blocks to end-devices.
The first one is to assign a single resource block to only
one end-device while fulfilling the constraint the maximum
allowed interference. Another approach is to assign multiple
end-devices to a single resource block to more effectively
reuse the resources. For the later case, we can use one-to-
one matching, whereas for this case we can use one-to-many
matching theory with externalities for resource allocation due
to the fact that preference profiles depend both on resource
blocks along with other end-devices assigned to the same
resource block [123]–[126].
G. Interference-Aware Association for Federated Learning
How does one associate end-devices to the edge servers-
enabled small cell base stations (SBSs) to reuse the uplink
cellular spectrum while protecting cellular users? For a fixed
resource block allocation and fixed transmit power, the end-
devices’ association has no impact on interference control
for cellular users while reusing their frequencies. However,
joint transmit power allocation and device association for end-
devices can be performed to simultaneously minimize feder-
ated learning cost and cellular user interference. Such kind of
joint transmit power allocation and the device-association op-
timization problem is a mixed-integer non-linear programming
problem that can be solved sub-optimally in a variety of ways.
H. Quantization-Enabled Federated Learning
How do we enable federated learning for a massive
number of devices under communication resource constraints?
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Although sparsification-enabled federated learning can re-
duce communication resource consumption, it might not be
sufficient alone for a large number of devices and limited
communication resources. To address this issue, we can use
quantization-enabled federated learning. However, quantiza-
tion induces errors in global federated learning due to the
distortion of the signals. Such kind of errors in the global
federated learning model might prolong its convergence time.
Therefore, there is a need to make a trade-off between a feder-
ated learning convergence time and communication resources
consumption during training. Several quantization techniques
(i.e., universal vector quantization [127], low-precision quan-
tizer [128], and hyper-sphere quantization [129]) can be used
for federated learning over IoT networks.
I. Adaptive-Resource-Allocation-Enabled Federated Learning
How does one perform training of the federated learning
model with low convergence time for end-devices with hetero-
geneous resources? The devices involved in federated learning
are heterogeneous in terms of computational resources (CPU-
cycles/sec), local device energy, and communication resources.
These heterogeneous parameters have a significant effect on
the performance of federated learning. For instance, compu-
tation time of local device learning models strictly depends
on local model accuracy, local device operating frequency,
and dataset size for the local learning model algorithm. On
the other hand, synchronous federated learning is based on
the computation of all the devices’ local models within fixed
time. However, the local computation time for devices with
heterogeneous features shows significant variations in local
learning model accuracy for fixed local model computation
time. Therefore, these challenges of heterogeneity in the
devices must be resolved. One way to reduce the impact of
heterogeneity on the performance of federated learning is to
allocate more computational resources to users with larger
local training dataset sizes for achieving certain accuracy
within the allowed time and vice versa. Another approach is to
assign more communication resources to the end-devices with
poor performance due to a lack of computational resources.
Allocating resources adaptively can reduce the global feder-
ated learning time, and thus offer fast convergence.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
In this paper, we have discussed federated learning for
IoT networks. Specifically, we have presented state-of-art-
advances of federated learning towards enabling smart IoT
applications. We have provided a taxonomy using various
parameters. Furthermore, we have identified several impor-
tant issues (i.e., robustness, privacy, and high-communication
resources consumption) with the existing federated learn-
ing schemes based on a centralized aggregation server. To
overcome the identified issues, we have proposed a novel
concept of dispersed federated learning that is based on true
decentralization and efficient wireless resources use. Finally,
we have presented several open research challenges along
with their causes and guidelines. We have concluded that
dispersed federated learning will serve as a key federated
learning scheme for future IoT applications using a massive
number of end-devices.
IoT networks enabled by federated learning and fifth-
generation (5G) of cellular networks, can offer a wide va-
riety of smart applications such as intelligent transportation,
smart industry, smart health-care, among others. However,
there are several Internet of Everything (IoE) applications
that are disrupting the vision of 5G and it seems difficult
to be fulfilled by 5G. These IoE applications are haptics,
flying vehicles, extended reality, brain-computer interfaces,
and autonomous connected vehicles. For instance, connected
autonomous vehicles use long packets with high data rates
and ultra-high reliability [1]. This requirement of connected
autonomous vehicles violates the vision of using short packets
for ultra-reliable low-latency communication. Therefore, there
is a need to propose a new generation of wireless systems,
dubbed as sixth-generation (6G) wireless systems. Machine
learning will be considered to be an integral part of 6G
[1], [5], [130], [131]. Additionally, privacy preservation will
be given primary importance in 6G wireless systems [132].
Therefore, dispersed federated learning with homomorphic
encryption can be a promising candidate for the future 6G-
enabled IoE applications. In dispersed federated learning,
homomorphic encryption will give privacy preservation against
a malicious sub-global aggregation server, whereas sub-global
aggregations will give privacy preservation against malicious
global aggregation server.
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